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Available Integration Touchpoints
Order Sync
Add new orders to SAP B1 coming from Shipworks with specific details like bill to & ship to
addresses, items, amount paid, tax amount, shipping amount, credit card details & the
important feature is that it will also tell the store information from which the order came from.
Updates the order which has already synced to SAP B1. Suppose after adding an order to SAP,
you want to make some changes on that particular order like changing the item, delivery date
or prices etc. The data from shipworks will automatically be changed to SAP B1 again.
Suppose an order has been placed and it also added to the SAP B1, but now the order need
to be pulled off or status needs to be changed. The order status update gets automatically
the changed orders in SAP B1 and updates its status to shipworks.

Shipment Sync
Update the order shipment information coming from SAP B1 to Shipworks. Let’s say the
order generates a tracking id and needs to be updated along with Shipping cost, processing
dates etc., this can be done automatically.
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Seamless integration
between your apps
Automate manual processes

Focus on Profitability

APPSeCONNECT makes life easier for
you. Seamlessly connect all your
business applications and save time by
automating manual processes.

Why spend hours in doing manual
work that can be automated. Instead,
focus on your core business and
increase your revenue.

What our customers say...

For us, the “set it and forget it” aspect
of the APPSeCONNECT is the best part.
We needed something that could run
on its own and just work,
APPSeCONNECT does this quite well.

In one word, Awesome!
APPSeCONNECT definitely provides
an excellent and professional service
with great value for money. It is one of
the best software company that I have
worked with.
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